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Cole Sternberg was born in 1979 in Richmond, Virginia. He lives and works in Los Angeles. The artist 
works in a range of formats including painting, installation, video, and writing. Series of his work have 
focused on a variety of social issues, from current human rights activism and its relationship to the law, 
to the environment, to the media and concepts of content overload. The works tend to be subtle or 
subversive in nature, driven by elegant visual concepts and poetry versus overt political statements. He is 
interested in the intersection between humanity and humankind and how their lack of congruity hinders 
social progression and development.

Sternberg has exhibited nationally and internationally, including exhibitions at The American University 
Museum (Washington, DC), El Segundo Museum of Art (El Segundo, CA), Hochhaus Hansa (a 
Ruhr.2010 Museum, Dortmund, Germany), Primary (Miami, FL), David B. Smith Gallery (Denver, CO), 
Los Angeles Nomadic Division (LAND, Los Angeles, CA), Paris Photo | LA (Los Angeles, CA), e105 Gal-
lery (Berlin), LA><ART (Los Angeles, CA) and MAMA (Los Angeles, CA). 

His works are held by major collections throughout the world and has been featured in the New York 
Times, Wall Street Journal, Whitewall Magazine, Issue Magazine, Autre Magazine, Hercules, Denver 
Post, Miami New Times, LA Weekly, Art Ltd., and Huffington Post.
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the nature of breathing in salt
 

In 2015, Sternberg travelled on a bulk shipping vessel on its maiden voyage from the shipyard where it 
was built in Western Japan to Portland, Oregon. In crossing the Pacific, he faced storms with 35 foot 
waves and 30 degree rolls and the exact opposite, glorious days of sunshine and glistening calm seas. 
On the journey, he created a series of paintings. Each work was exposed to the elements, left in storms, 
wind and rain and each was dropped into the ocean and dragged alongside the ship. The result was 
patterned erasure in the pieces where the environment became the true artist of the works. Sternberg 
also brought a crew and shot voluminous footage for a full-length documentary and many rolls of still 
photography. 

Sternberg explained "For years I’ve been obsessed with the idea of a Pacific Ocean crossing on a 
shipping vessel. Experiencing the micro-environment of life on the ship and the macro-environment of 
being a tiny spec in the massive ocean, being disconnected from technology, and exposing artwork to 
the elements were all appealing factors."

The paintings were first exhibited at MAMA Gallery in Los Angeles this year. A monograph chronicling 
the journey will be published by Hat & Beard Press in May 2017, which also coincides with the release of 
the documentary about the journey, entitled ‘are the green fields gone?’ 
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for a moment it scraped then cooled the skin,  Chronicling the exhibition of the same name, 2016
all his strength was concentrated in his fists, including the very strength that held him upright, 2013, Chronicling the exhibition at 
David Smith Gallery
Art Works, 2012, Chronicling the exhibition at Deutsche Telekom (Detecon)
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page 2: (installed at MAMA, Los Angeles) floors to ceilings, but it’s all georgia pacific anyways
96” x 288“ (244 cm x 732 cm), acylic and watercolor on unfinshed partially broken wood panels 

page 4: swells can be more violent than storms 
72” x 96” (184 cm x 246 cm), acrylic, watercolor and saltwater on linen

page 5: following a storm, a peaceful storm
96” x 72” (246 cm x 184 cm), acrylic, watercolor and saltwater on linen

page 6: i heard a mermaid is a manatee dressed up as a woman 
68” x 48” (174 cm x 123 cm), acrylic, watercolor, ink and saltwater on linen

page 7: this vessel sails 
68” x 48” (174 cm x 123 cm), acrylic, watercolor, ink and saltwater on linen

page 8: wind cracks
48” x 68” (123 cm x 174 cm), acrylic, watercolor, ink and saltwater on linen

page 9: accidentally true
16” x 20” (41 cm x 51.2 cm), mixed media on finished wood panel

page 10: agoraphobic tendencies of a modern world
48” x 72” (122.9 cm x 184.3 cm, diptych), acrylic, graphite and thermal transfer on finished wood panels

page 11: the color of the sun seemed to change by the fireside
40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm), acrylic, graphite and thermal transfer on finished wood panel

page 12: the key to it all
16” x 20” (41 cm x 51.2 cm), acrylic, ink and thermal transfer on finished wood panel

page 13: amelia earhart 
18” x 24” (46.1 cm x 61.4 cm), acrylic, ink and thermal transfer on finished wood panel

page 14: the colors once natural, where now only synthetic
72” x 90” (184 cm x 230 cm), acrylic, graphite and watercolor on linen
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page 16: a long rope can be used to dangle things into the sea (left to right, installed at MAMA, Los Angeles) 
48” x 68” (123 cm x 174 cm), acrylic, watercolor and saltwater on linen

wind cracks
48” x 68” (123 cm x 174 cm), acrylic, watercolor, ink and saltwater on linen

circular movements beneath linear movements beneath circular movements
48” x 68” (123 cm x 174 cm), acrylic, watercolor, graphite and saltwater on linen

stowaways emerge joyously after three days at sea
48” x 68” (123 cm x 174 cm), acrylic, watercolor and saltwater on linen

patterns can be deceiving, even if consistent
48” x 68” (123 cm x 174 cm), acrylic, watercolor and saltwater on linen

page 17: adventure is worthwhile in itself (foreground, installed at MAMA, Los Angeles) 
68” x 48” (174 cm x 123 cm), acrylic, watercolor, ink and saltwater on line

page 18:  the complicit nature of the US government (installed at the American University Museum, Washington, DC) 
240” x 144” (615 cm x 369 cm), watercolor, spray paint and acrylic on canvas

page 19: the dreamy nature of a forgone dream (installed at LAXART, Los Angeles) 
108” x 142" (274 cm x 361 cm), screen print andacrylic on antique agra

page 20: the four seasons (installed at Hochhaus Hansa, Dortmund)
72” x 72” x 72” (183 cm x 183 cm x 183 cm), acrylic and watercolor on linen

page 23: odessa (installed in the LA River, Los Angeles)
89" x 156” (226 cm x 396 cm), screen print and acrylic on antique sivas

page 25: they thought it was a hint towards the heavens
30“ x 40” (76 cm x 102 cm), acrylic, graphite and thermal transfer on finished wood panel

page 28: synthetic bindings holding together natural structures destroyed by synthetic creations
79” x 120” (307 cm x 202 cm), mixed media on linen




